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The Era of Modern Cloud ERP Systems: 
Your customers’ needs and expectations have evolved, but your accounting and           
business management systems aren’t able to keep pace with increasing demands. You            
need a modern technology platform that connects your business and your people like             
never before. A comprehensive business management solution for SMB’s can: 

➢ Automatically pull your   
systems and processes   
together so your people    
don’t have to.  

➢ Give you a complete    
picture from across your    
business, with reports   
when and where you need     
them. 

➢ Get you up and running     
quickly, so change doesn’t    
get in the way of your      
day-to-day. 

Technology is advancing at a very rapid pace. Companies that are not embracing             
modern technology systems can easily be at a great disadvantage. Information silos,            
disconnected systems, and manual processes keep you from delivering the experience           
your customers expect and ultimately can also put your business at risk. But what kind               
of solution is right for your business needs today and your goals for future growth? How                
can you best prepare for change, and how will you know if you’re ready to move your                 
systems to the cloud? 

Introducing Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central-Cloud ERP: 

With many years of development in the making, in 2016, Microsoft rebranded both its              
ERP and CRM product offerings. Microsoft Dynamics NAV “Navision”, which is an            
established ERP system since 2002, is now Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central.            
The rebranding of Microsoft business solutions has resulted in all of their products with              
a Nomenclature of “Microsoft Dynamics 365”. The many subsequent product offerings                    
“applications” differentiate themselves by wording proceeding this; such as Microsoft                   
Dynamics 365 for Sales, Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Marketing, ect. Microsoft                     
Dynamics 365 Business Central is the next generation of Business Management           
Solution for Small to Mid-Sized organizations, that’s easy to use and adapt, helping             
companies connect different departments under one system with a fresh new user            
intuitive interface-all securely hosted by Microsoft’s Azure Cloud Hosting service.  
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Built on functionality within Microsoft Dynamics NAV, Microsoft’s most popular ERP           
system, and adaptable to extend business applications to other Microsoft Cloud           
Services such as Office 365, Microsoft Automate (Flow), Power BI and PowerApps;            
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central Solution can grow as your business           
requirements change while taking advantage of the latest technology. 

Business Central is a cloud-based solution which means the days of long, complicated             
and costly ERP implementations are over. Business Central can be implemented in as             
little as 1 week. Businesses no longer need to dedicate in-house IT resources to setup               
and maintain servers for your ERP system. Your IT resources can now spend more              
time doing what matters most. Business Central is designed to scale as your business              
scales. Therefore, even if you are a startup company with 1-4 users, you can still take                
advantage of all of Business Central’s functionality without the large up-front monetary            
commitment. As your business grows and you begin to onboard employees and            
resources, your Business Central solution will scale automatically at no extra cost,            
making sure you are always able to take advantage of your ERP solution’s capabilities.  

 

Microsoft Dynamics Business   
Central is not only for small      
companies. There is no limit to      
the number of users that can      
operate on this modern ERP     
solution. Business Central is    
your all-in-one single business    
management rich erp solution    
eliminating those data and    
operation silos within your    
organization. 

An all-in-one encompassing business management system means that Business         
Central can help manage all areas of your business including accounting and finance,             
sales and purchasing, inventory control, warehousing, assemblies, manufacturing,        
relationship management, service management, and much more. 

The below Top 10 Advantages of Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central will give             
you a clearer picture of how modern business management systems can streamline            
your processes, help make better decisions through insightful, relativant data, and           
positioned your company for future growth.  
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Top 10 Advantages for Selecting Microsoft Dynamics Cloud ERP: 

1. A Modern ERP System Environment: Business Central is the future of ERP              
solutions. Being cloud based is just the start. This allows companies to not only              
implement the system much faster for a lower upfront cost, it also means that you will                
never again have to go through the rigorous costly upgrade process. Business Central             
can be scheduled to automatically update twice a year, with smaller incremental            
updates more frequently. 

2. Business Apps: Microsoft and its partner community have developed hundreds of            
“apps” for virtually every industry. This reduces the need for business to modify their              
environments to meet their specific needs. Chances are someone has thought about            
your industry needs and has already created an app that lives directly inside your              
Business Central environment to allow your solution to function how you need it to;              
eliminating the need for complex costly modifications to the base code. 

3. Microsoft Products Integration Microsoft has unified many of their other business            
applications to create a single business system environment solution What this means            
is greater productivity for your company as now all of your commonly used business              
tools like Outlook, Excel, Word, PowerBi, Automate (Flow), and many more work            
together seamlessly with Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central. 

4. An Updated User Interface Business Central now has a modern, updated user              
interface. This UI is browser-based, meaning that your environment can now be            
accessed from anywhere using a tablet or smartphone with an internet connection. This             
is great for sales reps, or service techs in the field. They can stay up to date on the                   
most recent information and make the most informed decisions and pass on accurate             
information to your customers. In addition, relative and useful information is easy to find. 
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5. Reduce your Infrastructure Dependency Your Business Central environment is          
now hosted in the Microsoft Azure Cloud. This eliminates the need for expense servers              
living in a dark room at your office. This gives you and your organization enhanced               
security and disaster recovery services as well. Microsoft has and is constantly            
investing more and more resources into making sure your data is always safe, secure              
and accessible around the clock. Microsoft also takes pride in its “up time” of more than                
99%.  So you can rest assured your system will be ready for you anytime you need it.  

6. Deliver a Better Customer Experience: As disruptors enter your industry and build             
on digital opportunities, your customers—whether consumers or commercial—expect        
your organization to keep pace. Your employees can’t deliver great customer           
experiences if they are burdened with disconnected systems. Both customers and           
employees will grow frustrated and take advantage of what the disrupters have to offer.  

With Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central, you can centralize and connect data            
from across your organization to support better customer experiences. With access to            
key information about customers at their fingertips, employees can provide efficient,           
personalized service. Connected systems bridge department silos to eliminate the          
bottlenecks and miscommunication that undermines good customer service. 

7. Deeper Business Insights: If your business data is spread across systems that             
don’t connect or locked up in spreadsheets, you are making decisions with incomplete             
information. Separate systems used to manage sales, finance and operations makes it            
impossible to have a single comprehensive view of the business. To keep pace in the               
digital world, your organization needs to connect systems so that data can flow             
end-to-end seamlessly.  

By connecting data across    
accounting, sales, purchasing,   
inventory, and customer service,    
Microsoft ERP gives leadership    
teams and managers a holistic view      
of the business. With an end-to-end      
perspective, you can identify    
bottlenecks in processes, compare    
location performance, and spot    
emerging product trends. 

8. Support a Modern Mobile Workforce: If your business is still tied to paper, it will                
get harder and harder to attract good employees. This generation of workers expects             
business processes to be easy, with information right at their fingertips when they are              
closing a sale, working on a project, or checking on shipments.  
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Through cloud-based ERP, workers can connect to the systems and information they            
need to produce high-value work. When giving workers who are comfortable working            
from home, in the office, and on the road easy access to secure business systems, you                
need a system that supports mobile devices and flexible work styles. 

9. Improve Productivity and Reduce Manual Errors: Of the many advantages of            
cloud ERP, automation of manual tasks and integration of data can provide the biggest              
returns. Connecting data across the organization reduces the need for manual data            
entry. Automated workflows ensure that orders move through the system quickly or that             
purchases are approved by a supervisor. As you improve productivity and reduce            
errors, your employees will be able to manage higher transaction volumes—allowing           
you to grow the business without growing payroll.  

10. Affordability: Along with the cost savings of not having to invest in Servers,              
Maintenance, Hardware and Security by selecting a cloud hosted ERP solution,           
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central is very affordable. The current cost per            
named user, per month, is either $ 70 for the Essentials Version and $100 for Premium                
Version. This fee includes both the licensing charge of the system, which has regular              
updates, put hosting charges for Microsoft’s Cloud Azure service.  

There is even an option to select Team Members licenses, sometimes called limited             
users, which do not have full access to the system, however, are only $8 per month per                 
named user. The only other charge would be services charges to help you get properly               
set up, trained and supported by a certified Microsoft Partner like iCeps Technology. 

 

Additional Information: 
We hope you found this article of value and look forward to answering any of your                
questions about Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central or Cloud ERP in general.            
For approximately 40 years, we have been helping companies with their Business            
Management ERP System selection process. Now more than ever, as technology is            
rapidly changing, to stay competitive, you must take advantage and stay up to date on               
the current technology trends. We are here to help!-All the employee owners at iCepts              
Technology Group, Inc. 

Learn more about Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central. 

Request a Free 1 Hour Assessment on Business Central  

Contact Us at 717-704-1000 ext. 3010 or info@icepts.com  
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